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MOVE NATURALLY
C O N F I D E N C E

With intelligent terrain adaptation to 
help provide stability on a variety

of everyday surfaces.
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“I have had the privilege of being named to four Canadian 
Paralympic teams, twice coming home with the title as the 
World’s Fastest Amputee. My journey to London didn’t end 
with the results that I personally wanted; however, my experi-
ence at the 2012 Games was my most rewarding. The people of 
Britain, the family, and friends…made the atmosphere electric, 
inspiring, and truly increased the platform for people with 
disabilities around the world. London did not end with me 
on top of the podium, but it was the best Games of my life.”

—Earle Connor
Men’s 100m T42: 4th place, 12.65 seconds

Connor
Photograph courtesy of Freedom Innovations.

“The energy in the city and the support of the locals was very, 
very exciting. Speaking with the locals, I learned that many peo-
ple weren’t able to get tickets to the Olympics so they jumped 
on the chance for Paralympics tickets! Spectators were treated 
to sports and athletes they’d never seen or heard of before. The 
crowd…in the stadium came to complete silence for the blind 
athletes as they competed in the 4x100-meter relay and long 
jump. And they roared to cheer on the sprinters in the 100-
meter dash. People were so excited to take part in the Games. 
I think the athletes were stunned at the roar of the crowd and 
their instant rock-star status.”

—Meghan Seus, marketing manager,  
Freedom Innovations, Irvine, California
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